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Abstract

Calculations of the physical and chemical erosion of CFC (carbon fibre composite) monoblocks as outer vertical target of the ITER
divertor during normal operation regimes have been done. Off-normal events and ELM’s are not considered here. For a set of compo-
nents under thermal and particles loads at glancing incident angle, variations in the material properties and/or assembly of defects could
result in different erosion of actively-cooled components and, thus, in temperature instabilities. Operation regimes where the temperature
instability takes place are investigated. It is shown that the temperature and erosion instabilities, probably, are not a critical point for the
present design of ITER vertical target if a realistic variation of material properties is assumed, namely, the difference in the thermal con-
ductivities of the neighbouring monoblocks is 20% and the maximum allowable size of a defect between CFC armour and cooling tube is
+/�90� in circumferential direction from the apex.
� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Plasma–surface interaction will be one of the areas
determining the success of ITER. The interaction of the
plasma with a material in ITER will have significant impact
on both the plasma performance and the lifetime of the
material. The plasma-facing component should have low
erosion rate, resistance to the neutron irradiation, low
hydrogen isotope inventory and permeation and high heat
removal efficiency, i.e. high thermal conductivity. In the
ITER divertor the selection of the armour material is
mainly based on the erosion lifetime assessment [1]. At
the present, CFC monoblock of 50 mm of total thickness
with water cooled CuCrZr tubes is a reference design for
ITER high heat flux divertor area since these materials have
high thermal conductivities and the monoblock is resistant
to the thermofatigue stress failure. It was shown in [2] that
CFC monoblock can sustain up to 20 MW/m2 of the power
load at normal incidence. Therefore, CFC has been pro-
posed to be situated in the future fusion device ITER in a
0022-3115/$ - see front matter � 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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position with maximum power and particles loads, namely
as outer vertical target. In this position, CFC can have high
erosion and a significant risk of failure. Due to local varia-
tions of the thermal properties of different components,
presence of defects and asymmetry of thermal and particle
loads at glancing angle (higher load on the edge of the com-
ponent), the temperature and, consequently, the erosion of
neighbouring components could be different. The difference
in the surface temperature distributions or in erosion pro-
files of two neighbouring components one can call temper-
ature or the erosion instability, respectively. The purpose of
this paper is to investigate if the difference in erosion of two
neighbouring monoblocks will be increased with plasma
discharges and results in an unacceptable erosion of one
of the components in normal operation regimes for ITER
or this erosion/temperature instability is not critical. Off-
normal events (transient, disruptions, etc.) and ELMs (edge
localized modes) are not considered here.

2. Input parameters

The loading parameter window for the divertor region
is:
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Plasma temperature, Tpl: 1–20 eV
Ion flux, I0: 5 � 1022–5 � 1024 m�2 s�1

Power density, P: 1–20 MW/m2.
The pulse duration in ITER will be higher than 400 s.
The plasma parameters near the outer vertical target,

namely, power density, particle flux and plasma tempera-
ture have been calculated by B2-EIRENE [3]. According
to the code B2-EIRENE, the total power load for the nor-
mal operation of ITER on the outer vertical target consists
of about 30% due to irradiation from the plasma and about
70% due to particles heating. One possible case with peak
power load of 4 MW/m2 on the outer vertical target is
shown in Fig. 1. The correlation of the power load with
plasma temperature and deuterium particle flux is also
shown. The distance x = 0 corresponds to the location of
the separatrix. The peak heat flux occurs close to the separ-
atrix. An increase of the power load results to the shift of
the maximum of power, temperature and particle distribu-
tions to the separatrix.

The particles will impinge the target with a broad distri-
bution of glancing angle. In the present calculations the
glancing angle is taking as a = 3�. This will result in high
heat and particle fluxes on the edges of components.

Erosion of divertor components during repeated pulses
and distribution of eroded material are critical issues for
the performance of ITER. The erosion of the outer vertical
target is defined mainly by two processes: sputtering by
incident particles and thermal erosion. At temperatures
below 2000 �C the contribution of the physical and chemi-
cal sputtering of carbon based materials to the total erosion
is dominant compared with thermal erosion (evaporation
and brittle destruction). Since the surface temperatures
during normal operation regime do not reach the threshold
for evaporation and brittle destruction, only the erosion
due to physical sputtering and chemical erosion is consid-
ered here. Off-normal events and ELM’s have not been
taken into account. The calculations of the physical and
chemical erosions have been done using the subroutine
‘Erosion’ developed inside a commercial and certificate
finite element code ANSYS [4,5]. This subroutine includes
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Fig. 1. Profiles of the power density, plasma temperature and particle
fluxes along the outer vertical target. Peak power density is 4 MW/m2. The
dark region shows the place with dominating chemical erosion.
physical sputtering, chemical erosion and sublimation of
plasma-facing mock-ups under high heat and particle loads
and allows to calculate temperature and erosion profiles for
inclined particle incidence taking into account the shadow-
ing effect. The cooling of component by radiation and by
cooling water is also taking into account.

Physical sputtering yield has been calculated for the
Maxwellian distribution of incident deuterium ions with
average energy of 6.5 Te [6–8] instead of usually assumed
energy of 3 Te [9,10]. Fig. 2 shows the physical sputtering
yields for both Maxwellian distributions with energy of
incident ions of 3 Te [9] and energy of 6.5 Te [7]. The real
energy of impinging particles of 6.5 Te increases the sput-
tering yield, especially at low plasma temperatures. The
contribution of neutrals in sputtering is less compared to
ions. Roth’s equation [11] is used for the chemical yield.

At a target temperature above 900 �C, an enhancement
of sublimation has been found by bombardment with light
ions at low fluxes [12]. At the divertor conditions, namely,
high flux densities and low plasma temperatures, radiation-
enhanced sublimation of carbon is expected to be negligible
and, therefore, has not been taken into account in the pres-
ent study. Although the contribution of carbon self-sput-
tering to erosion increases if T > 1400 �C, it will still
remain insignificant, because of low impinging particle
energy and surface roughness.
3. Calculations of the steady state CFC erosion at glancing

angle of incidence

Since the surface temperature of the mock-ups is inho-
mogeneous due to asymmetrical loading (glancing angle)
and asymmetrical cooling (cooling more strong in the cen-
tre of monoblock than on the edge), the complicate erosion
profile can be achieved. Even more complicated erosion
profile can arise in the regimes with dominating chemical
erosion mechanism because a dependence of the chemical
erosion yield on the surface temperature. The potential
temperature and erosion instabilities can occur in the
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Fig. 2. Physical sputtering yield as a function of the plasma temperature.
Curve 1 is for Maxwellian velocity distribution and sheath potential 3 Te

[9] and curve 2 is for Maxwellian velocity distribution and incident ion
energy 6.5 Te [7].
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regimes where the chemical erosion considerably contrib-
utes to the total erosion. Some cases where the chemical
erosion plays a role in the total erosion are presented in
Table 1. The power load should be in the range of 3–
6 MW/m2 and ion flux less or equal to 1023 D/m2s. Such
plasma regimes are expected to occur at the target in a dis-
tance of about 0.1 m from the separatrix (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 4. Surface temperature profile for the case 2: the power density is
4 MW/m2, ion flux in respect to the normal to the surface is 5 � 1022 D/
m2s, plasma temperature is 20 eV (Emax = 120 eV). The thermal conduc-
tivities of both monoblocks are the same.
3.1. Influence of different thermal conductivities of

neighbouring monoblocks

Three cases are considered in this paper: case 2 when the
physical and chemical yields are similar; case 3 when the
physical yield is higher compared to the chemical yield;
and case 1 when the physical yield is less compared to
the chemical one (Table 1).

The evolution of erosion and temperature profiles with
time for the case 2 are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
The erosion of both monoblocks is the identical for the
same thermal conductivities. Both the chemical and physi-
cal erosions contribute to the total erosion of mock-ups.
The inclined incidence increases both the edge temperature
and the edge erosion.

The reduction of the thermal conductivity, k, of one of
the monoblocks increases the surface temperature of this
monoblock and may increase or decrease the chemical ero-
sion. Since the chemical erosion yield is an inhomogeneous
function of temperature (with a maximum), the cases of an
Table 1
Some cases where the chemical erosion contributes to the total erosion on
outer vertical divertor target

Case
number

Total power density
(MW/m2)

Ion flux normal
(D/m2s)

Plasma temperature
(eV)

1 4 1023 5
2 4 5 � 1022 20
3 3.3 7.4 � 1022 20

Correlation of the ion flux, plasma temperature and power load.
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Fig. 3. Erosion profile for the case 2: the power density is 4 MW/m2, ion
flux in respect to the normal to the surface is 5 � 1022 D/m2s, plasma
temperature is 20 eV (Emax = 120 eV). The thermal conductivities of both
monoblocks are the same. The contribution of the physical sputtering and
chemical erosion is shown for the time = 4213 s.
increase or a decrease of the chemical erosion are difficult
to predict. The case with a reduction of the chemical ero-
sion of one of the monoblocks by a reduction of the ther-
mal conductivity of this monoblock is shown in Fig. 5. The
chemical erosion yield of the first monoblock is comparable
with the physical yield and, consequently, gives significant
contribution to the erosion: the first monoblock is eroded
faster than the second one. The reduction of the chemical
yield of the monoblock with reduced thermal conductivity
decreases the total erosion of this monoblock (Fig. 6).
However, one should not forget about a shadowing effect.
A decrease of the erosion of one of the neighbouring mono-
blocks can result in the deeper edge erosion of the other
neighbouring monoblock. Fig. 7 illustrates the erosion of
neighbouring monoblocks with different thermal conduc-
tivities. The high erosion of the monoblock (b) due to
reduced thermal conductivity of this monoblock results in
the deeper edge erosion of the less eroded neighbouring
monoblock (c). The tendency is obvious: the enhanced ero-
sion of one of the neighbouring monoblocks increases the
edge erosion of the less eroded monoblock.
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Fig. 5. Chemical and physical yields as a function of the distance along
the loaded surfaces for the case 2: the power density is 4 MW/m2, ion flux
in respect to the normal to the surface is 5 � 1022 D/m2s, plasma
temperature is 20 eV (Emax = 120 eV). The thermal conductivity of the
second monoblock is 20% less than the first monoblock.
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Fig. 7. The different erosion of neighbouring monoblocks due to the
different thermal conductivities. The high erosion of the monoblock (b)
due to reduced thermal conductivity of this monoblock results in the
deeper edge erosion of the less eroded neighbouring monoblock (c).
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Fig. 8. Chemical and physical yields as a function of the distance along
the loaded surfaces for the case 3: the power density is 3.3 MW/m2, ion
flux to the normal in respect to the surface is 7.4 � 1022 D/m2s, plasma
temperature is 20 eV (Emax = 120 eV). The thermal conductivity of the
second monoblock is 20% less than the first monoblock.
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Fig. 9. Erosion profile for the case 3: the power density is 3.3 MW/m2, ion
flux to the normal in respect to the surface is 7.4 � 1022 D/m2s, plasma
temperature is 20 eV (Emax = 120 eV). The thermal conductivity of the
second monoblock is 20% less than the first monoblock.
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Fig. 6. Erosion profile for the case 2: the power density is 4 MW/m2, ion
flux to the normal in respect to the surface is 5 � 1022 D/m2s, plasma
temperature is 20 eV (Emax = 120 eV). The thermal conductivity of the
second monoblock is 20% less than the first monoblock.
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Fig. 10. Chemical and physical yields as a function of the distance along
the loaded surfaces for the case 1: the power density is 4 MW/m2, ion flux
to the normal in respect to the surface is 1023 D/m2s, plasma temperature
is 5 eV (Emax = 30 eV). The thermal conductivity of the second monoblock
is 20% less than the first monoblock.
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The reduction of the thermal conductivity, k, can
increase the chemical erosion as it is in the case 3
(Fig. 8). In this case, the second monoblock with reduced
k is eroded faster than the first monoblock (Fig. 9). How-
ever, the decreasing of the surface temperature of a mono-
block with decreasing of the CFC thickness due to erosion,
can reduce the chemical erosion yield. The reduction of the
chemical erosion yield with time is shown in Fig. 8. The
decrease of the surface temperature of the more eroded
monoblock is more pronounced compared to the less
eroded monoblock due to less thickness of CFC and better
heat removal efficiency. Consequently, the chemical yield
of the second monoblock decreases more strongly with
time and the difference between temperature and erosion
of the two neighbouring components decreases. This means
that the temperature/erosion instability can stabilize and
the difference between erosion yields of two neighbouring
monoblocks will not considerably increase with plasma
pulses.

For cold plasma, Te = 5 eV, the chemical erosion is
dominated. The chemical yield in the case 1 is higher than
the physical one (Fig. 10). The chemical erosion coefficients
for both monoblocks do not change significantly with time
up to 20 000 s (about 50 discharges). The erosion of the sec-
ond monoblock with reduced thermal conductivity is less
compared to the erosion of the first monoblock with referee
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k (Fig. 11). The value of the total erosion in the case 1 is
less compared to the cases 2 and 3 because of the small
energy of incident ions.

From the present results, one can conclude that the dif-
ference between erosion of two neighbouring monoblocks
can slightly be increased or be decreased with time. In gen-
eral, this difference does not exceed 20–60 lm for 100
plasma pulses that is about 0.1–0.2% of the total CFC
thickness.

Design cyclic thermal loads on the ITER divertor PFCs
are 3000 pulses with duration of 400 s at normal operating
and 300 slow transient pulses with duration of about 10 s.
Because the design number of slow transient pulses is 10%
from 3000 normal operating ones, one can assume that
each slow transient pulse occurs at each tenth normal oper-
ating one. So, typical sequence of design thermal loads is
nine normal operating pulses plus one normal operating
pulse coupled with one slow transient. Nine pulses corre-
spond about 3600 s. For nine discharges, the difference
between erosion of two neighbouring monoblocks with
different k is only about 26 lm.

Effects of ELM’s and re-deposition have not been also
taken into account although both of them are very impor-
tant. The re-deposition can change both the chemical and
physical yields. ELM’s and off-normal events result in high
surface temperatures and, thus, prevent the chemical ero-
sion under considered operation conditions. However, if
ELM’s and off-normal events depress the erosion instabil-
ity of the two neighbouring components near the separa-
trix, while they can initiate this instability in the positions
further away from the separatrix. In this case, the present
analysis should be applied to the monoblocks situated far
away from the separatrix. Since the duration of off-normal
events is much less than the duration of normal operation
discharge, a significant difference in the erosion of neigh-
bouring components is not expected. In general, the ero-
sion arising from transient power and particle pulses is
potentially of more concern than steady state erosion.
However, the aim of this study is not to find the absolute
value of erosion but to investigate if the difference in the
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Fig. 11. Erosion profile for the case 1: the power density is 4 MW/m2, ion
flux to the normal in respect to the surface is 1023 D/m2s, plasma
temperature is 5 eV (Emax = 30 eV). The thermal conductivity of the
second monoblock is 20% less than the first monoblock.
erosion of two neighbouring components will increase with
the plasma pulses or it will be more or less stable and does
not results in unacceptable erosion of one of the
components.
3.2. Influence of defects between CFC armour and CuCrZr

cooling tube

For the carbon armour joints, the bore of the CFC
monoblocks are lined with a pure Cu layer cast onto a
laser-textured and Ti-metallised surface, so-called active
metal casting (AMC). The Cu in the bore of the mono-
blocks is machined to size prior to them being low temper-
ature (�500 �C) hot-isostatically pressed (HIP) to a
CuCrZr tube. The precipitation hardened CuCrZr alloy
has been selected over other Cu alloys because of its good
postirradiation fracture toughness. In fact, several tech-
niques might be used for making the Cu–CuCrZr joint (fur-
nace braze with fast quench, rapid brazing using ohmic or
inductive heating, or HIP-ing), but the HIP process gives
optimised mechanical and thermal properties, and mini-
mises the residual strains in the critical Cu–CFC joint. In
any way, the defects can not be avoidable during the fabri-
cation. Defects are defined by their location, h, and their
extension, Dh, as it is shown in Fig. 12. The conductivity
of the elements around the copper tube can be modified
using a dummy material in order to simulate a partial
detachment between the cooling channel and the CFC cor-
responding to the defect position.

The defects of the size of Dh = 60� and Dh = 90� with
position of the centre of the defect of h = � 30� or h =
� 45� (left defects) and with positions of h = 30� or h =
45� (right defects) have been considered.

A partial loss of the thermal contact between the CFC
and cooling tube due to a defect results in a local increase
of the surface temperature. In the presence of the left situ-
ated defect, the temperature on the left side of the loaded
surface is increased, while in the presence of the right situ-
ated defects, the temperature on the right side of the loaded
1800
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Fig. 12. A location, h, and an extension, Dh, of a defect between CFC and
cooling tube. For example, the size of the present defect is Dh = 90� and
the position is h = 45�.
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surface is increased. The right situated defects have less
influence on erosion compared to the left situated defects
because particles are coming at glancing angle from the left
side in the present design as shown in Fig. 12.

An increase of the erosion in the presence of a left defect
(Dh = 90� and h = �30�) in the first monoblock is shown
in Fig. 13 for the case 3. The erosion yields are shown in
Fig. 14. The presence of a left defect increases the chemical
erosion coefficient (by increasing the surface temperature)
and, consequently, increases the contribution of the chem-
ical erosion to the total erosion. So, the first monoblock is
eroded faster compared to the second one. However, a
reduction of the thermal conductivity of a monoblock
results in a significant increase of the surface temperature
along those loaded surface of the component while the
local detachment of the thermal contact between the
CFC and cooling channel has less influence on an increase
of the surface temperature. Consequently, the influence of
a defect in one of the neighbouring monoblocks on ero-
sion/temperature instability is less pronounced compared
to the difference in thermal conductivities of neighbouring
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Fig. 13. Erosion profile for the case 3. The power density is 3.3 MW/m2,
ion flux to the normal in respect to the surface is 7.4 � 1022 D/m2s, plasma
temperature is 20 eV (Emax = 120 eV). There is a left defect between the
CFC and the cooling tube of a size of Dh = 90� and a position of h =�30�
in the first monoblock. There are no defects in the second monoblock.
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Fig. 14. Erosion yields for the case 3. The power density is 3.3 MW/m2,
ion flux to the normal in respect to the surface is 7.4 � 1022 D/m2s, plasma
temperature is 20 eV (Emax = 120 eV). There is a left defect between the
CFC and the cooling tube of a size of Dh = 90� and a position of h =�30�
in the first monoblock. There are no defects in the second monoblock.
monoblocks. Moreover, there is not an effect of deeper
edge erosion of less eroded monoblock in the presence of
a defect as it is in the case of different thermal conductivi-
ties. Fig. 15 illustrates the different erosion of neighbouring
monoblocks due to a presence of a defect in one of the
monoblocks. The erosion of the monoblock (b) with a
defect between the CFC and the cooling tube is higher
compared to neighbouring monoblocks (a) and (c) because
of higher chemical erosion yield.

Finally, one example where there is a defect in the first
monoblock and the second monoblock has a reduced ther-
mal conductivity has been considered. No strong difference
in the erosion of monoblocks has been observed (Fig. 16).
The presence of a defect in the first monoblock results in a
higher erosion of this monoblock compared to the case
without a defect. The defect in the first monoblock can pre-
vent the edge erosion of this monoblock caused by the ero-
sion of the second monoblock with reduced thermal
conductivity. Thus, a combination of one monoblock with
a defect and another one with reduced thermal conductiv-
ity can, in some cases, even reduce the variation in the
a b c
Fig. 15. The different erosion of neighbouring monoblocks due to a
presence of a defect between the CFC and the cooling tube in one of the
monoblocks.
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Fig. 16. Erosion profile for the case 3. The power density is 3.3 MW/m2,
ion flux to the normal in respect to the surface is 7.4 � 1022 D/m2s, plasma
temperature is 20 eV (Emax = 120 eV). Solid lines are for monoblocks
without any defects. Dashed lines are for a presence of a left defect
between the CFC and the cooling tube (size of Dh = 90� and a position of
h = �30�) in the first monoblock. The thermal conductivity of the second
monoblock is 20% less than the first monoblock for both cases.
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erosion of neighbouring components. At least, there is no
indication of higher edge erosion of one of the monoblocks
compared to another one.

4. Conclusions

The paper presents the investigation of the difference in
temperature distributions and erosion profiles of the two
neighbouring divertor components with variation of ther-
mal conductivity and/or assembly defects between CFC
armour and CuCrZr cooling tube. This difference or
erosion/temperature instability takes place in the special
operation regimes where the chemical erosion dominates,
namely near the separatrix.

The variation in the thermal conductivity of two neigh-
bouring monoblocks by 20% does not exceed the difference
in the erosion in 20–60 lm that is about 0.1–0.2% of the
total CFC thickness. This difference in the erosion of two
neighbouring monoblocks can slightly be increased or be
decreased with plasma pulses but it is not a critical point
even without taking into account the off-normal events.
The calculations have been done up to 50 plasma dis-
charges without taking into account ELMs, transient and
disruptions which, probably, will depress the chemical ero-
sion by a significant increase of the surface temperature
and, consequently, depress the instability. On the other
hand, off-normal events can initiate this instability in the
positions further away from the separatrix. In this case,
the present analysis would be also valid for the monoblocks
situated far away from the separatrix. However, since the
duration of off-normal events is much less than the dura-
tion of normal operation discharge, the difference in the
erosion of neighbouring components is expected to be
negligible.

The influence of a defect in the joint area between CFC
and cooling tube with a maximum available size of 90�
in circumferential direction from the apex on erosion and
temperature instabilities is less pronounced compared to
the difference in thermal conductivities of neighbouring
monoblocks.

Effect of deeper edge erosion of less eroded monoblock
has been observed. Such effect takes place only in the case
of different thermal conductivities of two neighbouring
monoblocks.

According to the preliminary results, a defect in the
joint area between CFC armour and cooling tube of a size
of 90� and a reduction of the thermal conductivity by 20%
of one of the neighbouring monoblocks are acceptable
with point of view of erosion instability for the present
design and operation conditions. The effect of ELM’s
and off-normal events as well as re-deposition and neutron
irradiation could be taking into account for the future
investigation.
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